
5 Reasons Why You Should Use An Ad Submission Plan to Submit Your Ads

If you’re submitting all of your classified ads by hand, you’re wasting a lot of energy and money. You're limited
in how many ads you can place each day, and you don't know if the sites you're submitting to are high traffic 
or not.

Instead, you ought to look at employing an automated ad submission plan to submit your ads. This offers 
advantages, from streamlining the procedure to a greater possibility of ad approval.

Here, we’ll look at the top 5 main reasons why you should utilize a classified ad submission service.

5 Main reasons why You should utilize A Free ad Submission Plan to Submit Your AdsUsing A Classified Ad 
Submission Service Saves You Time!

Classified ads are one of the most effective ways to get traffic to your web site and generate sales. Instead of
traditional ads, visitors who read through classified ads are already within the “buying” mentality, meaning 
they may be more likely to purchase something than people just surfing for information.

If You Use A Free Classified Submission Service Your Ads Are Going To Be Automatically Re-Submitted After They
Rotate From the Bulltin Boards

There are several pitfalls people face when submitting classifieds manually, such as the run-length. With 
respect to the service, most ads expire after a 30, 60 or 90-day period. Once that period ends, you must 
manually renew or produce a new ad.

For many online marketers this a big issue, however when you’re made to manually renew a huge selection of 
ads from time to time, it becomes a serious time-consuming issue. A paid classified submission service will 
handle all the renewals automatically, freeing up more time for you to run your business and make money.

If you wish to pause or discontinue an ad, all you have to do in many cases is just log into your account and 
select which one you would like to do.

An ad submission service can also assist you in creating valuable backlinks to achieve top search engine rank. 
Good ranking backlinks are probably the most significant factors to getting more exposure for your ad.

It’s been proven that both quantity of backlinks as well as the quality of sites they come from are two factors 
which greatly affect your authority and rankings online. Paid ad submission services can help you achieve this 
by generating plenty of backlinks on high-traffic classified ad websites.

These backlinks don't just generate traffic from shoppers clicking the web link, they also help you achieve 
greater rankings in the search engines, enabling you to see a boost in overall traffic.

Accumulate a couple hundred clicks using Pay Per Click and that's one pricey advertising bill. A classified ad 
submission service such as Classified Submissions for $39.95 per month is not only cost effective (and cheap) 
but it's also smart. They can insert your ad into over 800,000 high traffic, high ranking classified ad sites per 
month... which is something that is impossible for you to do manually.

If you’re currently spending hundreds of hours per month posting ads on classifiedds and in Facebook groups, 
maybe you'll consider consider the money you’ll save by switching to Classified Submissions.

http://www.classifiedsubmissions.com/g.o/dmsgroup
http://www.classifiedsubmissions.com/g.o/dmsgroup

